
 
 

Adders and gloves  

 
Adder research in Holland using Hexarmor R8E 3180  

aka Venom Defender gloves 
 

 
Since a few years research into the adder population has been conducted at the 
Mantingerveld in Holland. Adders are caught so photographs can be made of the 
head-scales, as in this way they can be recognized individually. In most cases 
adders will attempt to bite in the process of being caught. 
 
During the research which started in 2007, two types of gloves have been used, 
which were leather welding gloves and Hexarmor gloves. 
 
Leather welding gloves 
The leather welding gloves (cow-grain leather with split-leather top) 
were bought at Lasaulec. For safety reasons we always used a double pair, namely 
a thin and a thick nappa leather variety. The thin gloves were inserted in the thicker 
ones to give extra protection. From 2007 until 2008 around 100 adders were caught 
with these gloves. 
 
Even though we ourselves have been bitten through these gloves we have seen on 
several occasions that the fangs penetrated the leather. Besides this, these gloves 
were quite rigid and one would have hardly any feeling when handling adders. This 
can result in the fact that one’s grip would either be firmer or looser than necessary. 
 

Hexarmor 

In 2008 we started looking for an alternative so we work in a safer way. After an 

extensive search on the internet we came across HexArmor type R8E 3180 in 2008. 

HexArmor R8E gloves are made up of 3 layers armoured silicone plates. According 

to the product description and reviews these gloves were supposed to be highly 

puncture resistant. One disadvantage are the high purchase price; approximately 

$200 plus shipping!.Despite this it turned out to be the right decision. 

After a few tests with syringes we were quickly convinced that these gloves were 

indeed giving a lot more resistance than leather gloves. Another big advantage is the 

incredible dexterity whilst handling adders (which in turn causes less stress to the 

adders). 

In 2011 we were presented with an upgraded version of the R8E 3180 gloves which 

we ordered at www.snakeprofessional.com in the UK. With this model the silicone 

plates seem slightly bigger. Furthermore we have the impression that these are more 

flexible. 

To date we have handled more than 200 adders with both types of gloves. 



We have used the first model Hexarmor R8E from 2008 until 2010. The first time we 

used the new Hexarmor R8E 3180 gloves was in 2011. 

One disadvantage of the Hexarmor gloves is the wearer and tear factor. On the palm 

and at the bottom of the fingers of the gloves are small silicone dots which ensure a 

secure grip. However, this layer easily gets damaged when rough objects such as 

stones are picked up. 

Even though the Hexarmor glove offers the highest degree of protection, we have to 

mention that handling venomous snakes with gloves always carries a risk. The 

possibility of an adder actually biting through the Hexarmor gloves we believe is very 

unlikely, but this cannot be 100% guaranteed. 

After all it does state in the inside label; ‘Puncture Resistant’, and not; puncture 

proof. Nevertheless, after all these years we have never come across a glove which 

offers better protection. 

Editors comment; 

Picking up adders and other snakes is only permitted when having permission of the land-

owner and an exemption from the Flora and Fauna Law 
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